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SESSION 7: PANEL DISCUSSION

THE ROLE OF CENTRAL BANK IN NEW SUSTAINABLE

GROWTH MODEL: BANK INDONESIA’S PERSPECTIVES 1

By

Dr. Solikin M. Juhro2

1. Sustainable Growth Model and the Role of Central Bank

Prior to the global financial crisis of 2008/09 the global development policy

strategy was been dominated by the paradigm of export-led growth. That

paradigm became part of a consensus among economists about the benefits of

economic openness. The global financial crisis of 2008/09 and the accompanying

deep recession have created an overarching structural condition of global demand

shortage. Since then, there has been a growing call for a revival of the subdued

role of the central bank in promoting sustainable economic growth. The rationales

behind that phenomenon seem understandable given a number of factors. First,

learning from the economic crises that have taken place  over the last two

decades,  the basic conception that  crises appear to have  major underlying

causes located in the real economy has been revealed, and that crises were  not

just the result of changes in financial behavior. Therefore, the scope of the

central bank’s policies should be better integrated with other macroeconomic

policies to strengthen real sector development. Second, the roots of economic

problems are now recognised to be more complex and complicated. In this regard,

the central bank as the  monetary authority tasked with the  conventional

responsibility  for  monetary management must in the future also pay attention

to  a strategic role as the agent of economic development.

A number of prominent recalibration of thoughts has facilitated a new

paradigm of domestic demand-led growth. Palley (2011), for instance, certainly

acknowledges that in order to grasp the benefits of economic development,

developing countries need to export. However, it is argued that the global trading

system must be made the servant of domestic development, and domestic
________________
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development must not be forgone for the sake of international competitive

advantage. In this regard, domestic demand growth should rest on four pillars,

namely: (i) improved income distribution, (ii) good governance, (iii) financial

stability, and (iv) a fairly priced supply of development finance. And the policies

needed to put these pillars in place are (i) labour and democratic rights; (ii)

financial reform; and (iii) a combination of debt relief, increased foreign aid, and

increased development assistance through the expansion of multilateral financing.

What is the role of the central bank? Based on emerging market countries’

experiences, it is believed that most countries could not differentiate clearly

where the sources of economic growth should come from.  But empirical evidence

in some Asian countries also shows that successful and sustained growth requires

growth in both domestic demand and net exports (Felipe and Lim, 2005). In

conjunction with these salient facts, we are led to believe that the development

strategy should not abandon exporting strategies, even while building up the

domestic demand side of the economy. In this regard, the policy configuration

needs to strike the proper balance in internal and external growth impulses.

From the central bank’s policy perspectives, this can be done by integrating the

monetary and financial system stability framework.

Diagram 1  Policy Challenges and Key Strategies
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This paper is aimed to address the role of central bank in a new

sustainable growth model.  From Bank Indonesia’s perspective, it focuses

mainly on the relevance of bank Indonesia policy strategy to rebalance the

sources of economic growth in order to maintain sustainability of economic

development in the medium-long term. The following section presents the

current state of the Indonesian economy, including the recent strong

performance amid global uncertainties and the underlying key policy responses

pursued.  Section 3 elaborates on some policy challenges and key strategies

to maintain sustainable economic growth. Section 4 provides Bank Indonesia’s

policy framework under a sustainable growth model, which integrate monetary

stability and financial system stability framework. The last section concludes

this paper.

2. Current State of Indonesian Economy

The Indonesian economy continues to demonstrate considerable resilience

despite the fragile condition of the global economy. Indonesian economic

growth remains strong, posted an average increase of 6.0% in the last-5-

years, showing resilience amidst sharp fall in export as a result of pressures

from the global economic slowdown. The leading source of Indonesian

economic growth has been its strong domestic growth with a rising contribution

from average of 80% in the pre-1997/98 Asian Crisis period to 90%  post-

crisis.  While strong private consumption is the major impetus of domestic

demand growth, investment is also taking on a more substantial role in

economic growth. The continued strength of private consumption reflects

rising consumer confidence and steady levels of public purchasing power.

Alongside this, key factors in the buoyant investment growth are the expansion

in private consumption and the conducive investment climate.
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Figure  1

Sources of Growth: Contribution of Net-Export and Domestic

Demand

Despite the robust economic growth, Indonesia experienced a relatively

low and stable inflation.  Moreover, Indonesia appears to be exhibiting an

era of structurally lower inflation. Inflation declined to single digits, along

with improving policy credibility under the Inflation Targeting Framework

(ITF). This was evidently reflected in the declining trend of core inflation

notably from an average of 7.4% in 2002 – 2006 to 5.4% in the following

years to the present. In analysing the fundamentals, the contributing factors

to this downward trend include the expectations of inflation which were kept

at a subdued level and adequate supply side capacity responding to demand.

This showed that the moderation in inflation has been structural in nature as

the potential growth has risen and the output gap is still negative, given rising

investment to GDP.
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Structural reforms have been fruitful, which are reflected in the improving

business climate and rising investment, while consistent fiscal discipline has led

to a downward trend of external debt. The buoyant performance in investment

is supported by sustained business optimism in a conducive business climate.

With the declining macro risks and the proven financial stability, the saving-

investment dynamic has become   more robust and contributed to strengthening

the structural foundation of the economy. Investors began to feel more confident

in developing their production capacity. This is reflected in the steady rise of the

investment to GDP ratio from around 19% in 2002 to 33% recently.

Figure 2

 Inflation and Core Inflation

 

Figure  3

 Investment and External Debt

(percent of GDP)
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On the banking side, consolidation has led to stronger capital levels and

lower risk in the banking sector, contributing positively to the growth momentum

in lending activities, especially in the productive sectors. Certainly, the robust

economic growth has been made possible because of substantial  financing from

the  financial sector, particularly from domestic banks which have remain relatively

healthy.  The banking sector in Indonesia has been resilient in the face of the

recent global financial crisis. The key is that the banking sector continued to

rely mostly on relatively non-complex transactions. Moreover, the financial

transactions were linked by and large to real economic activities, with less

involvement in financial derivatives and other sophisticated schemes. Hence

banks’ risks were more manageable. The capital adequacy ratio (CAR) was

well above the  minimum level of 8% and gross non-performing loans (NPL)

were kept below 5% through  June 2012. Strong lending growth has also been

followed by the improvement in loan composition. The credit expansion has been

channeled mainly to the productive sectors in the form of investment loans (29%

increase) and working capital loans (26%), which represented a combined around

70% share of total credit. Overall loan growth is expected to be at a comfortable

level of 23% for 2012.

Figure 4

Banking Sector CAR and NPL

(percent)

Moderating global demand, reflected in slowing export growth, paired with

rebalancing the source of growth toward domestic demand has led to a widening

current account (CA) deficit.  Direct impact from the Euro-crisis would be

limited since the share of Indonesian export to the Euro-Area is less than 20%.
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Similarly, the direct impact through the banking sector would be limited. But, the

indirect negative impact through the China and other Asian trade channels would

be significant, since China is the major destination of Indonesian exports.

Indonesia’s exports to China are largely for  domestic consumption and

investment.

Since the last quarter of 2011, the CA balance has recorded a deficit, from

decreasing export growth amid considerably strong import growth driven by higher

investment rather than consumption. The flagging economies of major trading

partners, such as Europe, China, Japan and India, may potentially hamper the

rate of recovery in export growth. However, some recovery in exports together

with the slowing pace of domestic economic activity has led to some improvement

in Indonesia’s external sector in Q3/2012. The CA deficit eased as imports fell

at a much faster pace than exports. On the other hand, the capital and financial

accounts posted a surplus on higher capital inflows, largely due to stronger foreign

direct investment (FDI), spurred by a resilient domestic economy and a buoyant

investment climate. The surge in capital inflows reflected positive sentiments

from the global investors and the solid outlook for domestic economic prospects.

Figure  5

Current Account Balance

(% of GDP)
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In addition to strong FDI flows, rising portfolio investments were part of

foreign capital inflows, particularly in rupiah denominated instruments. The

heightened global economic uncertainty influenced the Indonesian economy

through the financial channel taking the form of capital flow movements as

reflected by the large share of foreign ownership of Indonesian financial

instruments (bonds, stocks). Capital flows have been volatile since mid-2011,

resulting from a combination of contagion effects from global financial market

turbulence and the shallow domestic financial market digesting the large surge

in foreign demand with difficulty.  This situation has exposed Indonesia to the

potential risks of sudden reversals in investor sentiments. Moreover, the capital

flows have also contributed to pressures on the exchange rate. The Rupiah has

been under pressure since Q3/2011 although with lessening intensity. It has

depreciated by 5.91% from Rp9.068/USD (end of 2011) to Rp9.638/USD (end

of 2012).

The weakening of Rupiah was mainly contributed by two factors: (i) the

internal factor, triggered by sustained high demand for foreign currency to pay

for imports and the heightened global financial market uncertainty which lowered

investor risk appetite and increased Rupiah depreciation expectation; and (ii) the

external factor, stemming  from the lack of solid global economic recovery, the

deepening impact of the crisis in Europe on  the its macroeconomic outlook, the

still fragile state of recovery in the US economy, and the slowdown in China’s

economic growth.

Nevertheless, Indonesia today is in a much better shape compared to the

1997/98 Asian crisis. This may be attributed to two factors, namely (i) a flexible

exchange rate and adequate reserves to provide a cushion against external shocks

while facilitating adjustment to sustained external inflows; and (ii) sufficient

monetary and fiscal policy space to respond to shocks. Until the end of 2012,

international reserves remain at a comfortably safe level and reached USD 112.8

billion, equivalent to 6.1 months of imports and debt servicing obligations.

Monetary conditions remain supportive of growth. While pursuing an

accommodative stance, similar to other central banks in the region, the BI rate

has been maintained at 5.75% in the last 12 month. Although this is historically

the lowest rate, it is relatively high when compared to those of other central

banks in the region. On the fiscal front, with low external debt and low budget

deficit, there was sufficient room to provide ample stimulus to growth here needed.

The budget continued to record a relatively low deficit (less than 2% over GDP)

and with a declining external debt ratio from around 66% of GDP in 2002 to

27% recently.
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Wide-ranging fundamental structural reforms since the 1997/1998 crisis have

permitted vigorous economic progress and left Indonesia on a stronger footing

to absorb the risk of external shocks, including the global financial crisis in 2008-

2009.  Similarly, Indonesia is well positioned to weather any downward spiral

from the sovereign debt crisis that is currently threatening Europe.

The most important structural reform initiatives implemented by Indonesia

are briefly described here. First, the restructuring of the nonperforming loans

of Indonesian banks that began a decade or so ago, has produced much healthier

financial sector balance sheets. This is reflected in sustained profitability and

good risk management brought about through rigorous supervision. Second,

Indonesia’s vastly improved fiscal positions, both in debt and deficit indicators,

have provided Indonesia space to take a strong policy response, when needed.

Third, the adoption of a transparent and credible monetary policy framework

combined with macroprudential policy ensured that macroeconomic and financial

stability has been maintained.

3. Policy Challenges and Key Strategies

The ‘vicious circle’ problem of persistent CA deficit could potentially hamper

macroeconomic balance and economic growth sustainability in the medium-long

term. Despite the on-going uncertainty in the global economic recovery, the

domestic economic growth in 2013 and beyond should stay robust. The return

of higher world economic growth will bolster external demand with the effect

of strengthening exports. In addition, domestic demand is predicted to sustain

vigorous expansion through both consumption and investment. However, the

problem of the sustainability of the CA deficit remains troublesome and poses

a threat to the Indonesian economy. The main concern of the CA deficit is

uncertainty about the policies needed to reduce the deficit to a sustainable level,

believed to be around 2% of GDP.

Although the currently larger deficit is believed to be temporary, there are

several factors that need to be overcome to allay uncertainty.  First, the fact

that the global economy slowdown is expected to be long lasting. Second, oil

import is expected to stay at a high level with the forecasted steady rise of

domestic consumption of oil-based fuels amid sluggish domestic production. Third,

the potential worsening of market perception with regard to fiscal sustainability

due to higher subsidy pay-outs, especially related to the impact of increased

volume in consumption of oil-based fuels, higher average level of actual oil prices

and the depreciating trend in the rupiah against the US dollar. Fourth, the FDI

inflows are mostly domestic market oriented, which in the short term, may trigger
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higher imports of needed inputs.  However, if such imports are technology and

innovation related capital goods they would serve to augment the domestic

economy’s capacity and growth potential in the future.

Consequently, reliance on external financing such as FDI and portfolio

investment would continue to be required. This in turn would give rise to further

pressures on the Rupiah exchange rate, in particular during periods of heightened

risk aversion. Thus, moderating the CA deficit into a sustainable level would be

important. This may require adjustments in the exchange rate as well as in

structural policies to address export competitiveness.

The key strategies of maintaining economic growth sustainability need to be

directed toward breaking the chains or links of the ‘vicious circle’. These links

include: First, the strong domestic demand, represented by the robust consumption

growth rate which has averaged 5% a year and the rising investment growth

rate averaging 8.7% a year in the last 5 years. Second, on the monetary and

banking side, the healthy economic growth has seen correspondingly high credit

growth bolstered by the downward trend in real interest rates and buoyant business

optimism. Third, the sustained high pace of economic growth has amplified

potential risk reflected in  an increase in inflation expectation, concerns about

exchange rate stability, and the volatility in capital flows. Fourth, doubts about

fiscal sustainability related to the high energy subsidies, from increasing oil imports

and the steady rise in domestic consumption of oil-based fuels. Fifth, external-

internal imbalances resulted from slowing external demand and the rebalancing

of source of growth towards domestic demand leading to a widening CA deficit.
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There are  several strategies that could be pursued to overcome the above

‘vicious circle’: (i) An export-oriented industrial strategy (or import substitution)

and policies regarding energy; (ii) Fiscal stimulus optimisation to boost the

economic capacity via capital expenditure and giving  fiscal incentives for export

promotion; (iii) Policies related to flexibility on administered price on domestic

fuel, i.e. fuel consumption limitation or fuel price increase, and inflation control

from the supply side; (iv) Domestic demand management by means of

macroprudential policies; and (v) Monetary and financial system stability

framework, strengthening communication strategy to anchor public expectation,

and accelerating financial deepening.

4. Bank Indonesia’s Policy Framework under Sustainable Growth Model

Bank Indonesia’s Policy Framework is basically directed to integrate the

monetary and financial system stability framework. Bank Indonesia’s (BI) mission

as stipulated in the new BI Law is “to achieve and maintain price stability

through safeguarding monetary stability and financial system stability in

order to promote sustainable economic development”3.  In accordance with

Diagram 2

 Policy Challenges and Key Strategies

________________

3. As proposed to the Republic of Indonesia House of Representatives.
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this mission, there are three frameworks, namely (i) the monetary stability

framework; (ii) the financial stability framework; and (iii) the stability for

sustainable growth framework.4 By integrating the first 2 frameworks, the third

can be properly achieved. Monetary and macroprudential policies would be

combined and directed to manage the external balance while providing support

to the development of the domestic economy.

4.1 Monetary Trilemma Management under Monetary Stability

Framework

Amid global uncertainty, the primary aim at the current juncture is to strike

the right balance between mitigating the downward risk in domestic economic

growth arising from the global economic downturn while ensuring stability in the

long-term. This will be challenging as the heightened uncertainty about near-

term global economic prospect and loose monetary policies as well as unresolved

fiscal and banking-sector problems in the developed economies are likely to

keep international capital flows volatile in two-way direction.  Given this

Diagram 3

 Bank Indonesia’s Policy Framework

________________

4. There are ongoing discussions on these issues, including the formulation of  Bank Indonesia’s

future policy framework. For example, see Warjiyo et al. (2012).
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background, we believe that our current policy mix strategy will continue to

serve us well. Specifically, we will continue to calibrate the policy mix of monetary

policy, exchange rates, and macro-prudential policy to address both domestic

and global challenges.

Greater domestic economic integration with the global economy, coupled

with a deluge of foreign capital flows, has increased the complexity of monetary

management.  Accordingly, Bank Indonesia is constantly faced with a trilemma,

i.e., the impossible trinity, between free capital flows, exchange rate stability

and independent monetary policy in the pursuit of price stability.  To confront

this issue, the choice becomes how to transform the impossible trinity into a

possible trinity.  The concept of the possible trinity can be expressed as an

intermediate solution that avoids volatile swings in the exchange rate, controls

excessive short-term capital inflows and reinforces independent monetary policy

(Palley, 2009).

In this regard, for the case of Indonesia,  the monetary stability framework

is focused on managing this  policy trilemma, by  achieving  three intermediate

goals, namely: (i) maintaining monetary policy autonomy in achieving price stability

by employing a mix of monetary and macroprudential policy (instrument); (ii)

stabilising exchange rate movement in line with fundamentals by employing

exchange rate management techniques; and (iii) handling  capital flow dynamics

in supporting macroeconomic stability by implementing capital flow management

measures.

Monetary policy complexity stemming from interest rate changes can partially

be resolved by tightening monetary policy through raising reserve requirements. 

In addition, macroprudential policy seeks to avoid financial risks stemming from

asset bubbles and excessive credit growth, which could trigger potential financial

system instability.   This type of macroprudential policy is effective if capital

flows are intermediate through banks.   Nevertheless, if the capital flows come

through unregulated channels, such as direct loans contracted directly by the

private sector, capital control measures  are another option to limit private loan

inflows.

In terms of the exchange rate, the rupiah should be flexibly managed not

only to allow appreciation (or depreciation) but also to avoid misalignment with

economic fundamental so as not to endanger macroeconomic stability.

Consequently, Bank Indonesia’s presence is required in the foreign exchange

market to ensure that the rupiah does not deviate unduly and with excessive

volatility.  Of course, this option is no longer available should the rupiah becomes
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overvalued.  Simultaneously, efforts to continuously accumulate foreign exchange

reserves are vital as a form of self-insurance considering that short-term capital

flows are particularly vulnerable to the risk of sudden reversal.

Regarding capital flows, by continuing to adhere to a flexible foreign exchange

regime, macroprudential measures could be designed to reduce excessive short-

term capital flows thereby lessening the potential financial risks from the external

side. Such macroprudential measures have been introduced by Bank Indonesia

through regulations that oblige investors to hold SBIs for a minimum period of

six months. These measures have helped to diversify foreign portfolio capital

flows and extended the duration of SBIs, which has consequently promoted

financial deepening, especially in the foreign exchange market.

Diagram 3

Bank Indonesia Monetary Policy Trilemma Management
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The coordinated implementation of a policy instrument mix is ultimately part

of an important strategy to manage the monetary policy trilemma in the current

climate blighted by widespread uncertainty. Coordination is critical, not only to

address the sources of imbalances from the external and internal sides, but also

to optimally manage the impact of monetary policy; while avoiding overkill and

mutual exclusivity.

4.2 Financial System Stability Framework

In line with the monetary stability framework, the aim of the FSS framework

is to achieve a broader sense of financial system stability, namely through (i)

Strengthening financial system resilience (managing interconnectedness), by

utilising the Surveillance Framework; (ii) Balancing financial intermediation

(managing pro-cyclicality) by applying Macroprudential Policy; and (iii) Enhancing

financial efficiency by utilising financial market access and development strategies.

Apart from serving as an anchor for macroeconomic stability, Bank Indonesia

continues to promote competitiveness in the banking sector. We will continue to

pay particular attention to policies that facilitate the banking system in adjusting

to a competitive environment, while ensuring continued systemic soundness,

promoting efficient risk management, and reinforcing their desirable role as

effective financial intermediaries.

Diagram 5

  Financial System Stability Framework
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The banking industry must continue to be encouraged to improve its resilience,

efficiency and its role in intermediation. A broadening of the public’s access to

an affordable banking service through the financial inclusive programme is

included as part of strengthening the intermediation function. The financial

inclusion programme must be implemented from both the supply and the demand

sides. From the supply side, broadening of an affordable banking services access,

and making available banking products that meet the needs of the lower income

society must be carried out. In this regard, going forward, Bank Indonesia will

continue to broaden banking service access by way of non-conventional measures

through the use of information technology, telecommunication, and agent

cooperation or otherwise known as branchless banking or mobile payment

services. Through this strategy, banking services will reach every layer of the

society without always being physically present in a bank office.

In Indonesia, we still have ample room to strive to make banks become

more efficient (efficiency space). This could be perceived as policy space to

reduce the cost of doing business. Moreover, ensuring financial institutions’

continuous evolution as effective financial intermediaries will help promote inclusive

growth, which would lessen unequal access to financial services. In Indonesia,

there is a case to be made for a structural rise in financial intermediation given

that the credit to GDP ratio remains relatively low at 31% compared to our

Asian peers.

4.3 Integration of Monetary and Financial System Stability under

Enhanced Inflation Targeting Framework (ITF)

Within the above policy perspective, the achievement of macroeconomic

stability is not only tied with monetary stability (price stability), but it also interacts

with financial system stability. The central bank’s policy formulation would involve

the evaluation of the strategic roles of monetary policy and the financial system

at the same time. In this regard, Bank Indonesia considers that ITF remains a

reliable monetary policy strategy in Indonesia, yet it needs to be enhanced by

refining the future ITF implementation strategy. There are two rationales underlying

the enhancement. First, evaluations of ITF implementation in Indonesia have

shown the need for a number of adjustments and refinements to the ITF, which

have been undertaken. There is justification for implementing the ITF which is

not rigid as an ideal format for the Indonesian economy (Juhro et al., 2009).

Second, Indonesia’s resilient economic performance during the GFC gives

confidence about the aptness of ITF as a reliable monetary policy strategy for

the country. However, considering the dynamic and complexity of challenges

we are facing, the framework would need to be enhanced further.
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Five principles of enhancement are suggested, as follows: (Warjiyo, et al.,

2012)

l The policy framework should continue to adhere to an inflation target as the

overriding objective of monetary policy. The main characteristics of ITF

will remain, e.g. preemptive, independent, transparent and accountable policy

implementation.

l Appropriate monetary and macroprudential policy integration is required in

order to buttress monetary and financial system stability.

l Managing the dynamics of capital flows and exchange rates. To support

macroeconomic stability, coordinated implementation of a policy instrument

mix should ultimately be part of an important strategy to optimally manage

the monetary policy trilemma.

l Strengthening policy communication strategy as part of policy instruments.

Policy communication is no longer for the sake of transparency and

accountability, but should be converted into an additional monetary policy

instrument.

l Strengthening Bank Indonesia and Government policy coordination. Policy

coordination is crucial considering that inflation stemming from the supply

side creates the majority of inflation volatility.

The improvement of the monetary framework under ‘enhanced’ ITF, through

monetary and macroprudential policy instrument mix, can be depicted in the

diagram below.
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In this regard, under ‘enhanced’ ITF, the flexibility in policy implementation

can be brought about, among others, through supplementary macroprudential

instruments in addition to monetary instruments, which should reinforce each

other. While monetary instruments will be utilised to influence monetary variables,

such as the interest rate, exchange rate, credit, and expectations, macroprudential

instruments will be utilised mainly to manage potential risks or negative perceptions

in the financial markets.  In connection with the measures to overcome the

potential of policy conflicts it is important to prioritise the policy objectives by

setting a price stability (inflation) indicator as an overriding objective.

4.4 Strengthening Policy Coordination to Enhance Structural Reforms

The Asian financial crisis of 1997/98 has taught us that macroeconomic

stability can offer no guarantee of sustainable economic performance, as long

as the economic infrastructure is fraught with weaknesses. Therefore, the

authorities in Indonesia must strengthen policy coordination and apply an integrated

macroeconomic strategy.  Among others, the main thrust of the strategy should

be to strengthen policy through improved monetary and financial stability, supported

by integrated structural reforms. Despite considerable debate on the immediate

causes of the Asian financial crisis of 1997/98, there is a broad consensus that

the crisis was exacerbated by a number of structural weaknesses that developed

in the economy long before the crisis hit. Unless these weaknesses are overcome,

the prospect for a sustainable recovery will remain in doubt.

Diagram 4

 Monetary Policy Framework under ‘Enhanced’ ITF
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Among these weaknesses is the deteriorating economic competitiveness.

As the crisis has changed the circumstances, Indonesia must deal with global

challenges from a much weakened structural position. In this regard, to effectively

strengthen economic competitiveness, it is essential that broader integrated

structural economic reforms are implemented, focusing on the infrastructure,

labor, and legal sectors. These are reasonable measures, given that poor

competitiveness is mostly caused by sluggish investment, labor market

vulnerabilities, and legal uncertainties. To remedy these weaknesses, considerable

progress has been made in building the legal and institutional frameworks to

support sustainable economic activities.  Since 2005 the Government has instituted

legal reforms, accelerated infrastructure development and improved the

investment climate, together with working on new investment and labor laws.5

These structural reforms, supported by an enhanced legal and institutional

framework, will support more advanced stages of economic recovery and improve

external sector performance, which will consequently strengthen international

reserves and stabilize the domestic currency.

5. Conclusion

Underpinned by a wide-ranging structural reform, the Indonesian economy

has gained significant improvement since the 1997/98 crisis. This has permitted

the economy thus far to successfully navigate through the recent global storm

and follow an optimistic path for sustainable economic growth into the future.

In the midst of global uncertainty, the policy configuration to maintain

sustainable economic growth should be aimed at striking appropriate internal

and external balances. This implies that we need not abandon the exporting

strategies, while building up the domestic demand side of the economy. The role

of the central bank should be directed at integrating the monetary and financial

system stability framework. Application of a mix of monetary and macroprudential

policies are necessary given the multichallenges facing the economy, while using

structural policies to address medium term issues. At the operational level, policy

responses in the monetary, financial, and real sectors should be implemented

properly by considering their magnitude, timing and sequencing. Therefore,

strengthening policy coordination among policy authorities is very essential.

________________

5. For examples, Presidential Decree No.67/2005 with regard to the Acceleration of

Infrastructure Development and Presidential Instruction No.3/2006 with regard to the

Investment Climate Improvement Policy Package.
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A change in the framework will have a number of significant implications

on the institutional mandate of Bank Indonesia. As a modern central bank, Bank

Indonesia should assume a greater role in delivering social welfare, as its

responsibilities are not only related to monetary stability, but also financial stability

in order to safeguard economic growth sustainability in the medium-long term.
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